ET-25 exit trim is perfect for stairwell conditions or applications where electric pullback of the exit device’s latch bolt is cost prohibitive or not required. This is especially practical in applications where fire/life safety codes require a “fail safe” condition which is not an option with electrified latch pullback devices. Because the current draw is quite low there is no need for a more expensive power supply to provide the surge current.

Features:

- Continuous duty solenoids used to insure trouble-free operation
- Internally mounted solenoid to ease installation (no special door prep)
- No hassle 3-Year Warranty

Options:

- Available Fail Safe (“EL” Electrically Locked) or Fail Secure (“EU” Electrically Unlocked)
- Voltage options - 12V or 24V(AC/DC)
- REE - Request to Enter Switch available
- CRU2 – Current Reduction Unit to improve solenoid life in “continuously on” applications
- CRU2i – The intelligent CRU2: automatically detects DC input voltage between 12 to 30 volts and converts it to operate our 12V exit trims. Additionally, it adjusts the current to the solenoid allowing the exit trim to run cooler and last longer without any manual adjustments.

Specifications:

- Operating Voltage - 12 or 24VAC/DC
- Amperage – 250mA@12V / 150mA@24V
- Coil Resistance – 12V = 49 Ω / 24V = 159 Ω
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1. Check for handing and adjust if necessary.

2. To change handing, loosen screw and remove lever cam.

3. Use a screw driver to remove cam and set aside.
4. Rotate handle to desired handing.

5. The lever cam has a milled insert on the back. When replacing, make sure to place milled side cam so it is facing down and re-tighten screw.

6. Hook wires up using bridge rectifier.